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For decades, most state and local governments have had a one-size-fits-all job classification 

system. The typical IT department included titles like Technology Officer IV or Systems Analyst 

III with multiple pay bands from entry level to supervisor. While the classification system has 

served a valuable function — creating opportunities for employees to get jobs in higher-paid 

classifications or creating new classes of jobs to attract talent — times have changed, 

particularly in the technology sector. 

 

First, the field has become extremely competitive, with the private sector aggressively hiring 

new talent, especially in the field of cybersecurity. Employees also want flexibility, with some 

working part time or short time, while others can perform complex tasks, such as configure a 

network over a smartphone, that once had to be performed on an expensive computer in the 

office. The result is a work environment that looks nothing like it did when the job classification 

system started expanding to meet the growth of the government sector in previous decades. 

 

When you’re dealing with technical jobs and trying to compete with the private sector, this setup 

“doesn’t really work,” said Meredith Ward, a senior analyst with the National Association of State 

Chief Information Officers (NASCIO).  

 

In September, NASCIO released its 2016 state CIO survey that found the No. 1 concern among 

respondents in regard to personnel reform was modernizing IT job titles and classifications. 

NASCIO’s 2015 workforce report found that 91.8 percent of CIOs said their salary rates and pay 

grade structure “present a challenge in attracting and retaining IT talent.” The response has 

been to review and restructure job classifications and pay bands.  

 

To address this problem, some state and local governments began undertaking job 

reclassification initiatives. They range from sweeping changes to more nuanced efforts to 

modernize classifications in order to keep the government IT sector competitive with the private 

sector wherever possible. 

 

One of the best examples of an IT job reclassification attempt began in Tennessee in 2013 and 

resulted in the opening of all 1,600 state IT positions to competitive bid; current employees were 

encouraged to reapply for the newly reclassified positions. The aim at that time was to halt a 

series of failed IT projects by building the IT workforce Tennessee needed to fulfill future staffing 

needs. CIO Mark Bengel moved first by filling those needs with current employees who could be 

put on new career paths that would help the state retain its best and brightest employees. 

 

Today, as part of its job classification overhaul, Tennessee is using a vendor to develop 

operational advances and to improve performance for the IT workforce, according to Deputy 

CIO Stephanie Dedmon, who spoke about the experience during the 2016 NASCIO annual 

conference. She said the department has developed a “full-circle training experience that is 

based on the new job classifications.” By bringing in a partner — Learning Tree International — 

the IT department has access to courseware and subject-matter experts to help retool its 



workforce. 

 

Harris County, Texas — which faces heavy competition from the oil and health-care industries 

— began an effort to retool its IT job classes in 2011. As an initial step, the Information 

Technology Center (ITC) began working with county leaders to make clear why it’s important to 

have “talented people and not just a whole bunch of people” serving in IT roles, said Bruce 

High, the county’s CIO. This meant paying IT staff competitive rates and ensuring that job 

descriptions fit the role being filled. The county worked closely with a private-sector consultant 

and relied heavily on pay scales and titles developed by Mercer, a firm recognized for its 

expertise on compensation and benefits, to get the county on a level playing field with the local 

IT industry. Today, the county has approximately 250 full-time employees, and continues to fill 

positions with candidates who have specialized talent and can hit the ground running.  

 

In California, the departments of Technology and Human Resources are undertaking an IT 

Classification Consolidation Project that’s part of a larger statewide Civil Service Improvement 

(CSI) initiative. The project was born out of a 2014 review of the state’s 3,666 job titles to 

determine which could be removed, rewritten and consolidated. Reviewers ultimately 

recommended that more than 2,500 classifications be abolished.  

 

The CSI project has led to similar findings — decades-old job classifications that are 

“desperately in need of taking a look at,” said Bryan Baldwin, chief of the state’s Personnel 

Management Division. Ultimately the IT and HR departments seek to streamline hiring by 

making job descriptions easier to understand to prospective employees from outside of 

government. “We’re really trying to make it so that qualified applicants can find good jobs with 

the state, that they understand the jobs and careers that they can have with the state of 

California, and how they can stay and where they can go,” said Baldwin. 

 

Right now, California has approximately 60 IT job classifications, ranging from entry level to 

management level. “There is a lot of redundancy in our naming conventions,” said Julie 

Inderbitzen, the Classification Consolidation Project manager. She hopes that the modernization 

effort will help collapse some of the classifications and remove redundancies. 

 

The IT department is still reviewing existing classifications and is closely collaborating with 

subject-matter experts to determine how to make the necessary changes. Once that effort is 

complete, the proposed changes will be discussed with the state’s public employee unions 

before it can be finalized.  

 

Colorado is expanding its efforts to bring in the most qualified candidates by reviewing job 

classifications within the Governor’s Office of Information Technology (OIT). The IT effort will 

look at all current positions and streamline them into more common working titles like 

“developer” and “system administrator.” Currently OIT has four major classifications, which 

Karen Wilcox, the office’s HR director, called “part of the problem. It’s way too large a band, and 

you really want to break it down into something that is more relevant and meaningful so you can 

do better market analysis and benchmarking of the role,” she said.  

 

Across the country in Montgomery County, Md., CIO Sonny Segal is heading up a job 

reclassification project that focuses on creating career paths for various IT positions. The 

changes occurred after the county realized it was losing high-performing individuals to the 

private sector.  

 

“We could not sustain government operations using such automation if that trend continued,” 



said Segal. In creating its career paths, the IT department sought to recognize that “not all 

technical people aspire to be in professional ranks doing professional technical work all the 

time,” he said. So the county developed management and supervisory positions within its 

Management Leadership Service technical classifications. This set up a system in which 

technical people supervise technical staff, while also creating parallel tracks that let those who 

don’t desire management roles continue their upward mobility with the county by becoming IT 

experts. 

 
Leadership Needed for Reclassification 
Reclassifying IT jobs — or any government jobs for that matter — is difficult. Much of the 

classifications’ underlying structure is tied to pay ranges that are often written into department 

policies or law. Success in job reclassification requires strong partners and a change champion.  

 

In California, Gov. Jerry Brown has been an ardent supporter of ensuring that positions across 

state government are reviewed so that they measure up to similar private-sector positions.  

 

“The governor’s support is really critical. There have been previous efforts to try to reform and 

improve state government, but I do think that the emphasis, the backing of the administration, 

the willingness to put some resources in, has really helped us move faster than we would have 

otherwise,” said Baldwin. While the marching orders are to get as much done as possible under 

the current administration — within the next two years — the executive support has helped CSI 

move on a more aggressive schedule.  

 

Harris County’s support also came from the top. When the reclassification effort began back in 

2011, the IT department worked with the commissioner, the compensation administrator, the 

budget officer and HR. Communication and collaboration with these individuals helped get the 

project started.  

 

“At the very beginning, there were more questions about what we’re trying to do, and once we 

took the emotion out and dealt strictly with the facts, and everyone understood that we aren’t 

pulling numbers out of the air just to be able to pay people more,” the project began moving 

forward, said Kevin Russell, deputy executive director for the Harris County Information 

Technology Center (ITC). This effort included having the compensation administrator meet with 

the agency’s outside analyst to review salary bands and midpoint salaries for IT positions in the 

Houston marketplace.  

 

Transparency has been essential for sustaining the initiative, but “proving that you deliver” has 

been critical, said Russell. “We try to be accurate with everything we do, and that instills 

confidence. That’s given us the support to do what we need to do, in addition to attracting and 

retaining quality talent.” 

 
Bringing Innovation into Recruitment 
Job reclassification is one part of a larger evolution taking place in the public sector today. It’s 

clear that states and localities have recognized that they face recruitment and retention 

problems, and now they’re looking for innovative solutions to overcome these challenges and 

ensure they build the workforce they’ll need in the future.  

 

State and local governments have employed a number of strategies in this area, from 

redesigning websites and creating mobile-first applications, to focusing on the benefits of 

government that cannot be found in the private sector. In particular, the call to public service 

and the ability to contribute to your community in a positive way are job qualities that are 



attractive to millennials, according to Colorado OIT’s Wilcox.  

 

In Harris County and Colorado, they’re also emphasizing work-life balance and stability in 

government work. “They can leave at the end of the day and have that personal life,” said 

Tauna Lockhart, OIT’s chief communications officer and public information officer. And, High 

said, “we’re not going to be acquired, we’re not moving overseas. I think that’s important to 

people.” 

 

Colorado’s reclassification of state tech jobs is part of a bigger effort to apply private-sector 

strategies to recruiting public-sector employees. Realizing that its “post and pray” recruitment 

methodology was no longer working, the state hired a recruiter to look at its competition to 

determine how it could attract new talent to the state, said Wilcox. This included training 

managers on how to recruit necessary talent, reaching out directly to potential candidates via 

partnerships with local colleges and universities, clearly defining job duties, and creating parity 

between classified and nonclassified positions. They also began measuring employee 

engagement to help keep the staff they already had. “How do we keep them … instead of just 

having them for two years and then they’re off to something else?” Wilcox said. 

 

Agencies nationwide are learning that it isn’t just about getting employees in the door; it’s also 

about keeping them there. In IT positions in particular, government is seen as a stepping stone, 

a place to gain experience before moving on to a new project in the private sector. The ongoing 

job reclassification efforts have established clear career paths to encourage new and current 

employees to continue with the organization. 

 

In Harris County, employees understand where their roles and responsibilities fit within ITC, but 

they also know where they’re going. ITC’s job descriptions are accessible to everyone in the 

organization so workers can determine the right career path for them. Every job within ITC is 

tied to performance, so that as employees determine their desired career paths, managers can 

tell them what they need to improve and provide the coaching and mentoring needed to 

progress along their chosen path. As part of the reclassification effort, ITC also developed 

architect and engineer positions to let employees increase their salaries by becoming experts 

instead of needing to move into management to reach a new pay level. 

 

Segal said Montgomery County learned through its reclassification effort that many IT 

employees enter mid-career from the private sector instead of growing within government. 

Because of this, the consolidation effort reflects employees’ desire to have varied experiences 

and opportunities within the department. “The employees are ensured they’ll get lots of 

exposure, they can be moved around where needed. That keeps them growing significantly,” 

said Segal. Today, the county finds itself attracting contract personnel to apply for full-time 

positions with the county’s IT department, and they’re losing fewer staff members to the private 

sector. 

 

Retaining the best employees also includes investment in those who want to continue to gain 

new skills in their current roles or who desire management roles. In Colorado, a learning 

development program not only offers technical recertifications, it also provides learning 

opportunities for softer skills required of IT managers. “If we want to build the best quality 

leaders we can, we needed to provide those trainings,” Wilcox said. In 2017, OIT will introduce 

a leadership program for those who want to move into management. 

 

Many public-sector organizations are learning that when you begin making changes to help 

candidates find their niche within IT departments — and when you invest in your talented 



employees who are already there — word travels fast. Wilcox said that the employee referral 

program has grown by 6 to 7 percent during the past couple of years. “[Employees] realize there 

is some really cool stuff they are working on and there are positives for working for the state, 

and they tell their friends,” she said. 

 

The same is happening in Harris County. “When people find out we’re hiring and doing 

innovative things, it’s interesting to see the people who are showing up to get jobs here,” said 

High. Although ITC loses an estimated 40 to 50 people each year through retirement and 

attrition, most job openings are quickly filled. 

 
Constant Refresh 
For Harris County, reclassification wasn’t a one-time thing. Every year, when ITC gets a new 

compensation analysis, it looks at the midpoint numbers to determine if they increased or 

decreased, and review the job titles that were cut and those that were created so leaders 

understand where the tech sector in the region is headed and how Harris County needs to 

adjust its own offerings to keep pace. “We are constantly looking at and refreshing our titles and 

compensation,” High said. 

 

Because the reclassification process takes so long in California, the state is seeking 

opportunities to write new job classifications and descriptions with the future in mind, instead of 

focusing solely on immediate needs, according to Inderbitzen. 

 

The rapidly evolving skills required of IT employees necessitates such forward thinking. “CIOs 

are trying to be innovative and they’re trying to do what they can,” said NASCIO’s Ward. The 

key is to continue evolving to ensure that government has the most effective IT workforce 

possible. “Be flexible, be adaptable, really push to get the best and most qualified talent,” she 

said. State CIOs, just like everyone else in the workforce, have to be ready to adapt to the 

different changes.” 

 



Massachusetts Passes Nation's Toughest Gun Law: August 1 and 13, 2014

Following inaction at the federal level to increase gun control regulations, the Massachusetts
state legislature took up consideration of a bill that would tighten gun control in the state
through many provisions, including giving police chiefs the ability to petition the issuance of a
firearms identification (FID) that is required for gun purchase. The legislation, which is not
supported by gun rights organizations like the National Rifle Association (NRA), is one of the
strictest in the nation.

Legislators Work to Draft Legislation

In December 2012, Adam Lanza walked into Sandy Hook Elementary in Newtown,
Connecticut, and systematically gunned down six teachers and twenty students. The tragedy
instantly brought national attention to gun laws in the United States and raised questions
about whether President Barack Obama or Congress would take action to impose tighter
regulations. Because Lanza was carrying a semiautomatic weapon in addition to two
handguns, one of the major questions was whether the president would attempt to reinstate
the assault weapons ban that had expired in 2004 and thus far had not been renewed by
Congress. Early in his first term, the president had loosened some gun restrictions, including
allowing concealed carry in national parks and on Amtrak trains. During his 2012 campaign,
the president reiterated that he did not have any intention to “take guns away” from licensed
holders.

In response to the events in Newtown, the president created a task force that would make
recommendations by January 2013 on all possible solutions to curb gun violence, including
how to set provisions for those with mental health problems. The recommendations developed
by the task force and released by President Obama on January 16, 2013, were folded into
executive actions and legislative proposals. They included adding new incentives to push
states to share information with the national background check system, and closing a
loophole in the background check system for people associated with trusts or corporations
(which had allowed some felons to obtain access to firearms). “Even as Congress fails to act
on common-sense proposals, like expanding criminal background checks and making gun
trafficking a federal crime, the president and vice president remain committed to using all the
tools in their power to make progress toward reducing gun violence,” the White House said in
a 2013 statement.

The NRA immediately came out in defense of gun ownership, with Executive Vice President
Wayne LaPierre arguing that “the only thing that stops a bad guy with a gun is a good guy
with a gun.” The NRA proposed placing armed police officers in every school to stop another
shooting like in Newtown, but offered no support for further gun control legislation. Teachers
groups came out against such a proposal, stating that it would create greater risk for students
and staff.

In Congress, Republicans shied away from gun control legislation, with Sen. Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C., saying, “Every bad event in the world can't be fixed by government action.”
Democrats, however, submitted a variety of bills in the House and Senate aimed at greater
gun restrictions, including the Safe Communities, Safe Schools Act of 2013, which combined
many of the already submitted bills into one piece of legislation. Notably absent from this
piece of legislation was a reinstatement of the assault weapons ban. As debate continued on
the bill, Sens. Pat Toomey, R-Pa., and Joe Manchin, D-W.V., submitted an amendment that
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would extend background checks to gun show and Internet purchases. The amendment
failed, and the ultimate inability of Congress to pass the bill was seen by many as an
indication that Congress would not be able to approve any kind of meaningful gun control
legislation.

Massachusetts Takes Action

Without Congressional action on the issue, some states decided to implement their own gun
control legislation. Arkansas, Kansas, and Texas relaxed gun control regulations in 2013,
while Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, and New York passed tighter gun control
laws.

Massachusetts, a state that already had some of the nation's toughest gun control laws,
worked throughout 2013 and 2014 to craft its own legislation. In an effort to develop a widely
accepted bill, during the drafting process legislators invited gun control supporters and
opponents, including the Gun Owners’ Action League of Massachusetts (GOAL), to submit
input. GOAL opposed initial measures considered for the bill but worked with legislators to
create something palatable for their membership. Early in 2014, state Sen. Robert DeLeo,
who was driving the legislation, appointed a task force to review a set of forty-four
recommendations submitted by supporters and opponents of the bi l l .  Some of the
recommendations included maintaining restrictions on large-magazine capacity sales,
creating a single-licensing standard, and requiring gun sales to be processed only through
licensed gun dealers.

During debate, the state House placed into the legislation a provision that would allow police
chiefs to reject issuing a firearms identification card. This provision is similar to one already in
place that allows police chiefs to use their discretion when issuing concealed carry permits.
The Senate rejected such a provision, saying that it gave too much subjective power to police
chiefs. The two chambers developed a compromise that would instead give police chiefs
ninety days after receiving a request for an FID to file a court petition to deny such an FID if
the chief feels that the person requesting the FID is not suitable for gun ownership. If a chief
chooses to deny an application for gun ownership, written justification based on public safety
would have to be submitted with the rejection. Most other states do not allow for such
authority, and instead issue FIDs to anyone who properly completes the applications. Of the
compromise, John Rosenthal, founder of Stop Handgun Violence, expressed disappointment,
calling it “a burden on chiefs who are simply trying to save lives,” but he said the compromise
“is far better than nothing.”

Other provisions in the draft legislation included creating a website that would allow for real-
time background checks for private sellers, the creation of a firearms trafficking unit, harsher
penalties for gun crimes, two-way communication devices between schools and police/fire
departments, and mandated suicide awareness prevention and training for school staff. The
background check provision is intended to close the gun show sale loophole, which allows
any individual with an FID to purchase a firearm without a background check.

The legislation drafted by lawmakers in July 2014 not only placed focus on gun ownership
restrictions, but also called for greater support of mental health issues, including mandating
that schools develop plans to address any mental health needs of their students. It also
required the state to join the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS),
which collects information about substance abuse and mental health issues and is used by
police when determining whether to approve a firearms application.
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The NRA initially came out in support of the Senate version of Massachusetts's gun bill, which
did not include the ability to deny FIDs, feeling that the House version gave too much
authority to local police chiefs. In contrast, police chiefs and gun safety organizations fought
the Senate version. Ed Davis, a former Boston police commissioner, spoke at a rally in
support of the House bill, noting that he had once issued an ID despite his own suspicions,
and that an eighty-year-old man later went on to hold police hostage with the gun he obtained
with his FID.

Once the House and Senate reconciled the ID provision, the NRA said it could no longer give
support to the bill because “it isn't difficult to imagine” ways government officials might abuse
such power. GOAL's executive director Jim Wallace said he was happy with the efforts made
to soften the original language of the House bill, but added, “I don't think it should be a model
for the rest of the country because Massachusetts’ gun laws are still very convoluted.”

On July 9, the House passed the reconciled bill 112–28. The state Senate passed an altered
version of the bill 28–10 on July 17. The changes made by the Senate sent the bill back to the
House. Ultimately, both chambers agreed to final passage on August 1.

Gov. Patrick Signs Gun Legislation

On August 13, Governor Deval Patrick signed the gun control legislation into law, making
Massachusetts the first in the nation to increase record keeping aimed at reducing gun
trafficking and investing in police chiefs a significant amount of control over who would be
issued an FID. The final bill included provisions to allow individuals committed for mental
health problems to petition the court five years after date of commitment to request an ability
to possess a firearm; required all licensed gun dealers to run criminal background checks on
their employees; required personal sales and transfers of firearms to be completed through a
web portal that will ensure the transaction complies with state law; created new criminal
offenses involving the use of firearms including assault with battery with a firearm and
disarming a police officer; imposed new requirements on tracking firearms involved in crimes;
and required additional reporting to the NICS on substance abuse, mental i l lness
commitments, and domestic violence convictions.

The bill was celebrated by gun control activists around the state. Molly Malloy, director of the
Massachusetts chapter of Moms Demand Action, said, “The single most effective thing we can
do to keep guns out of dangerous hands and reduce the number of Americans killed with
guns every day is require criminal background checks on all sales to close the loophole that
allows felons, domestic abusers and the dangerously mentally il l to buy guns. Real
leadership is what will keep guns out of the hands of dangerous people, and we are grateful
to have leaders on this issue taking action to protect our families in the commonwealth.”

Massachusetts's tightening of its gun laws was in stark contrast to regulations in other states
that have loosened gun ownership and concealed carry provisions. In nearby New Jersey,
Governor Chris Christie vetoed a bill to ban high-capacity magazines with more than ten
rounds of ammunition. And in Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal signed a law that took effect on
July 1 that gave residents the right to carry guns into a variety of buildings that lack security
personnel, including nightclubs, bars, some government buildings, and classrooms.

—Heather Kerrigan

Following is a statement by Boston mayor Martin J. Walsh on the passage of gun
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control legislation on August 1, 2014; and an August 13, 2014, summary of the new
gun legislation provided by the Massachusetts Department of Criminal Justice
Information Services.

Mayor Walsh on Gun Control Legislation: August 1, 2014

Today, the House of Representatives and the Senate made history with the passage of
comprehensive gun safety legislation that will make our neighborhoods, streets and
homes safer places to live. In particular, I would like to thank Speaker DeLeo and
Senate President Murray for their leadership throughout the entire process. With this
legislation, the Commonwealth will once again be a national model for not only the
contents of this bill, but also the process by which we arrived at this point. The
bipartisan efforts exhibited by members of the Massachusetts Legislature are truly
commendable. Our legislators put aside their differences and, by working together,
created a bill that will have a tremendous impact on our efforts to reduce gun violence
in the Commonwealth. I look forward to Governor Patrick signing this bill into law so
that we can begin to utilize the tools provided by this legislation.

Source: City of Boston. “Statement of Mayor Martin J. Walsh on Gun Safety
Legislation.” August 1, 2014. http://www.cityofboston.gov/news/Default.aspx?id=14742.

Massachusetts Department of Justice Information Services Releases Bill Summary: August
13, 2014

On August 13, 2014, the Governor signed House Bill 4376, “An Act Relative to the
R e d u c t i o n  o f  G u n  V i o l e n c e . ”  T h e  f u l l  t e x t  o f  H 4 3 7 6  i s  a v a i l a b l e  a t :
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2014/Chapter284.

The bill:

Requires Massachusetts to submit more data to the federal National Instant Check
System (NICS), including state commitments for alcohol and/or substance abuse,
commitments for mental illness or as dangerous persons, and convictions for
domestic violence cases;

Allows an individual who has been committed for certain mental health reasons, for
an alcohol use disorder, substance use disorder, or guardianship appointment to
petition the court 5 years from the date of commitment requesting that his/her ability
to possess a firearms, rifle, or shotgun be restored;

Requires all Massachusetts licensed gun dealers to run criminal offender record
information (CORI) checks on current and new employees;

Requires all Massachusetts licensed gun dealers to post information about suicide
awareness and prevention;
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Eliminates the requirement to obtain a firearms identification card or license to carry
to purchase or possess self-defense spray, unless under the age of 18 or otherwise
disqualified by law;

Requires personal sales/transfers of all firearms, rifles, and shotguns to  be
completed through a web portal to be developed by the Department of Criminal
Justice Information Services; the portal will, among other things, verify the identity of
both buyer and seller, and ensure the sale/transfer complies with the law;

Expands the eligibility disqualifications for firearms identification cards and licenses
to carry;

Allows licensing authorities to petition the district court to deny, suspend, or revoke
firearms identification cards on the grounds of unsuitability;

Requires that a licensing authority provide each applicant with a receipt indicating
that either a new or renewal firearms license application has been received;

Provides an indefinite grace period if an applicant submits a renewal application
prior to the expiration of his/her current license;

Eliminates the Class B license to carry firearms, though current Class B licenses to
carry will remain valid until the said expiration of the license;

Exempts active duty military personnel from the requirement to take a Basic
Firearms Safety Course before obtaining an FID or LTC;

Reduces the firearms application fee to $25 for retired law enforcement officers;

Exempts law enforcement officers from the assault weapon and large capacity
feeding device ban;

Changes the definition and some punishments relative to firearms trafficking crimes;

Creates several new crimes involving the use of firearms, including assault and
battery with a firearm and disarming a law enforcement officer;

Requires all licensing authorities to trace and collect specific data on any firearm
used in a crime within its jurisdiction.

Some changes to the statute go into effect immediately, while others will go into effect
in accordance with the schedule indicated in H4376. Please call your local licensing
authority or the Firearms Records Bureau (617.660.4782) should you have any
questions.

Source: Massachusetts Department of Criminal Justice Information Services. “Changes
to the Laws Concerning Firearms Licensing and Gun Sales in Massachusetts.” August
1 3 ,  2 0 1 4 .  http://www.mass.gov/eopss/agencies/dcjis/key-changes-to-the-
massachusetts-gun-laws-august-2014.pdf.
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State of the States:  
Using Health Data to Improve Outcomes 
Linda Fecteau Grimm and Heather Kerrigan 
 
 
In the first volume of The Kanter Journal (TKJ), published in July 
2014, we briefly discussed the growing prevalence of state-based 
work in using available data to improve patient outcomes. There, 
we specifically noted two major gatherings in Michigan and 
Minnesota, which brought together a wide array of the biggest 
players in health information technology (HIT). In that issue, we 
noted “one way to implement a national – and then global – data-
sharing network is to start within one of our 50 states. And once 
the learning system is established within a handful of states, they 
can be linked, soon growing into a cross-border national network.” 
Indeed, states are often the laboratories within which policy ideas 
and programs are tested before becoming a national model. In this 
issue of TKJ, we explore just that – how some of the biggest state 
players in HIT are making headway and overcoming major barriers 
to provide better health outcomes to their citizens. 
 
 
Promoting Collaboration 
Information sharing has long been a component of health care 
reform conversations in the United States as a tool for improving 
the quality of care. Yet the focus on leveraging technology as the 
primary driver for information sharing did not emerge until the 
early 2000s, when the technology needed to facilitate electronic 
exchange became available and the political and economic climate 
prompted more widespread acknowledgment of HIT’s potential to 
reduce health care costs.  

The financial crisis of 2008 proved to be a galvanizing moment 
in encouraging HIT’s advancement, as cutting Medicare and 
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Medicaid costs became a primary focus of lawmakers’ deficit-
reduction efforts. In 2009, President Barack Obama signed the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 
Act (HITECH Act), which Congress had passed as part of the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The HITECH 
Act sought to promote the adoption and meaningful use of HIT, 
including through the development of a nationwide system for the 
electronic use and exchange of health information. It endowed the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) with the 
authority to create programs that would promote the use of tools 
such as electronic health records (EHR) and health information 
exchanges (HIE) to improve health care quality, safety and 
efficiency. The act also legislatively mandated the Office of the 
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), 
previously established by Executive Order in 2004, and charged it 
with developing an initial set of HIT standards and an incentive 
program for meaningful users of certified EHR technology, among 
other responsibilities. 

One year later, lawmakers took another step toward promoting 
HIT as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was signed into law. 
ACA’s provisions included making doctors, hospitals and other 
health care providers eligible to receive bonuses if they formed 
networks to coordinate and deliver patient care more efficiently, 
thereby reducing unnecessary health care costs. In particular, ACA 
encouraged the formation of accountable care organizations (ACO) 
within the Medicare program, creating incentives for ACOs to save 
money while also meeting specific care quality benchmarks. Such 
provisions made it clear that ACOs and other care networks would 
need to quickly adopt HIT to ensure seamless information sharing 
and receive maximum benefits. 

Amid this landscape, states have faced a growing push to 
embrace HIT and establish statewide HIEs and other data-sharing 
tools to improve health care outcomes and receive related federal 
financial benefits. Some states – including Delaware, North 
Carolina and Utah – have had information sharing tools and 
networks in place since the 1990s, and momentum had been 
building in communities across the country to move toward 
widespread adoption of HIT and HIEs well before HITECH 
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passed. Yet the new law has undoubtedly increased the speed of 
adoption and use of EHRs and HIEs in the states.  

For example, data collected by the eHealth Initiative’s 
(eHI) 2014 Survey on Health Data Exchange demonstrate 
increased use of core HIE services – such as direct secure 
messaging, care summary exchange and transitions of care – 
among community-based health information organizations (HIO), 
statewide programs and health care delivery organizations. For 
example, 75 percent of respondents reported incorporating secure 
messaging into their data exchange models, and 61 percent said 
their users access patient data through secure messaging. Nearly 80 
percent of respondents said their organization had reached stage 5 
or higher on eHI’s HIE maturity scale, which is defined by having 
a fully operational health information organization that is 
transmitting data that is being used by health care stakeholders. 
This marks an 11 percent increase since eHI’s 2013 survey. 

Federal officials have emphasized the critical importance of 
close cooperation with the states to achieving shared goals of 
improving health care outcomes. “It’s a distributed problem, and 
so the solution’s going to have to be distributed, and the 
governance and authority are distributed,” says Hunt Blair, ONC’s 
principal advisor for state HIT-enabled care transformation. “The 
pace of the regulatory process is a different one than the pace of 
standards adoption, and neither is the pace that health care policy 
and implementation would like to move at. So it’s going to be 
tricky and require a lot of close collaboration between the states 
and their partners. We all have to work really closely together to 
keep everything in sync.” 
 
 
The Intersection of State and Federal Work 
To help build consensus among state and federal stakeholders and 
provide a contextual framework to drive collaboration, ONC 
produced the Federal Health IT Strategic Plan, a roadmap that was 
most recently updated in December 2014. The latest iteration of 
the roadmap sets the context for the framing and ultimate 
development of the Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap, due out 
in early 2015, which will help “define the implementation of how 
the federal government and private sector will approach sharing 
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health information.” According to the National Coordinator for 
HIT Dr. Karen DeSalvo, the new strategic plan “provides the 
federal government a strategy to move beyond health care to 
improve health, use health IT beyond EHRs, and use policy and 
incentive levers beyond the incentive programs.” The plan sets 
specific, actionable goals, and strategies for reaching them, to 
improve interoperability among health systems and leverage that to 
improve quality of care. 
 In many respects, the 2014 roadmap echoes its 2011 
predecessor – the federal government intends to continue working 
toward widespread adoption of HIT, increase sharing of health 
data, protect patient privacy, and create an environment where 
health data, when shared, can improve outcomes and decrease 
costs along the continuum of care. Where it differs is in the current 
utilization of available technologies. In 2010, 25 percent of 
physician offices and 15 percent of acute care hospitals used 
EHRs. By 2013, that number had grown to 48 percent and 59 
percent, respectively. ONC’s leadership, backed by federal 
incentive payments, is clearly increasing the potential to improve 
health outcomes for certain segments of the population. Still, there 
are barriers to collaboration between the states and federal 
government. 
 Many of these barriers are financial. For the most part, 
ONC grants to states and health communities to help establish 
EHRs have ended. Still, there are other federal resources that 
continue to be useful – HHS annually spends up to $2 billion per 
year on HIT infrastructure in the states, according to Blair – but 
they have their own constraints that can make it difficult for states 
to qualify. Medicaid, for example, will help pay for provider 
directories, but only if they are structured in a specific way.  
 States willing to conform to certain standards can receive 
incentive payments through the EHR Incentive Programs, which 
provide payments for adoption and meaningful use of EHR 
technology to improve patient care. In fact, a central component of 
the 2011 roadmap was to encourage the use of EHR technology 
among those eligible for incentives. (Those failing to demonstrate 
meaningful use may be subject to Medicare payment adjustments 
beginning this year.) Of those eligible to receive such incentives, 
as of June 2014, 75 percent of professionals and 92 percent of 
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hospitals had received awards. The incentives are a boon to the 
work of those who qualify, but ineligible providers, including 
long-term care, post-acute care, and behavioral health settings, 
have placed HIT adoption low on the list of priorities. And given 
the cost of setting up a system, many of these settings are highly 
unlikely to pay for their own. This hurts a wide swath of the patient 
population, particularly those who are the biggest drain on health 
costs. HHS has attempted to study the situation to determine the 
use of HIT by ineligible populations; however, it was hindered by 
the lack of data available.  
 Federal health agencies are working to find methods to 
tackle this challenge, and are subsequently trying to bolster HIT 
adoption in another underserved community: rural health settings. 
The providers, clinics and hospitals in these regions are hampered 
by the cost of EHR technology, staffing or expertise for 
implementing such systems, and the availability of grants and 
loans. The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 
has led the charge to aid these rural settings by awarding one-time 
funding under the Rural Health IT Network Development Program 
to 41 different grantees. The money has been used for equipment, 
training, broadband or upgrades, and planning. HHS is also 
partnering with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to increase the 
availability of capital support for rural settings in five separate 
states to promote HIT adoption.  
 Despite some of the aforementioned challenges, bodies like 
ONC continue to be committed to working with states and other 
stakeholders to increase the adoption of HIT to improve quality of 
care. According to ONC’s June 2014 10-year vision report, 
progress already made in this area “has created a growing demand 
for interoperability that not only supports the care continuum, but 
supports health generally. Electronic health information needs to 
be available for appropriate use in solving major challenges such 
as providing more effective care and informing and accelerating 
scientific research.” Still, electronic health information is 
infrequently shared beyond specific health care provider groups, 
and when it is shared, it is rarely standardized. “We must learn 
from the important lessons and local successes of previous and 
current health information exchange infrastructure to improve 
interoperability in support of nationwide exchange and use of 
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health information across the public and private sector.” We agree 
with ONC, and we present some of those important lessons here. 
 
 
Where Are The States Today? 
Federal support for HIT and HIE initiatives has played an 
important role in the states. In particular, the first six Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) State Innovation Model 
Initiative (SIM) test locations of Arkansas, Maine, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota, Oregon and Vermont have made some early progress 
toward establishing initial HIE tools. The SIM Initiative is helping 
to seed local health care exchanges in these states, with an 
emphasis on creating an accountable health community instead of 
an accountable care community – thereby ensuring social services, 
behavioral health and long-term care are incorporated. Other states, 
including Michigan and North Carolina, are working to achieve 
their own goals of establishing learning health systems and 
focusing on the effective use of technology. While all are in the 
early stages of this work, many have made some promising initial 
progress. 
 
North Carolina 
The North Carolina Healthcare Information and Communications 
Alliance, Inc. (NCHICA) has been working to improve health and 
health care in that state since 1994. For the majority of those 20 
years, NCHICA has focused on bringing together providers, 
payers, government agencies, vendors, consultants, law firms and 
accountants to accelerate the adoption of HIT and enabling policies 
in North Carolina. One of the organization’s first projects was to 
create a statewide master person index. During the process, they 
discovered that laws and regulations pertaining to sharing 
electronic health information were lacking and they spent a 
significant amount of time developing the principles and language 
for model privacy legislation. “We were in the policy area really 
early, and our belief is that policy is the foundation to sharing 
electronic health information,” says Holt Anderson, former 
executive director of NCHICA. “You just don’t start with 
technology. You have to make sure you have the policy right 
before people have a trust framework to use, to exchange.” 
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In the late 1990s, NCHICA built an electronic Web-based 
immunization registry, followed by a system for public health 
surveillance in emergency departments in 2000. The system, into 
which all North Carolina emergency departments report, proved to 
be particularly useful during the national SARS outbreak several 
years later as it enabled providers to monitor their patients and 
track health trends. NCHICA’s work also included building 
consensus-based tools within electronic documents, such as the 
Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
privacy and security breach notification tools.  

In 2011, following the passage of the federal stimulus package 
and other major legislation, NCHICA’s board of directors decided 
to update the organization’s mission statement, expanding its 
North Carolina focus to the broader U.S. health care system and 
emphasizing effective use of information technology, informatics 
and analytics, rather than simply accelerating their adoption. 
Serving as a convener of stakeholders remains a key piece of 
NCHICA’s work and has fostered strong collaboration among 
providers and health systems. “We hear from our hospitals and 
health systems and others that they’re more knowledgeable about 
what is going on,” says Anderson. “Those organizations are more 
likely to adopt the electronic tools and the safety measures to 
protect information because we’re all collaborating together and 
looking at best practices, and then sharing that, even among 
competitors. It’s quite remarkable.” Anderson adds, “I think we’re 
making a real contribution in getting a community view of what 
the best pieces and parts are moving forward. I think that’s a big 
contribution.” 
 
Michigan 
In Michigan, ONC provided funding for the creation of Michigan 
Health Information Network Shared Services (MiHIN), a 
nonprofit, state-designated entity for health data sharing. Founded 
in 2010, MiHIN was established to administer the technical and 
business operations of Michigan’s State Health Information 
Exchange Cooperative Agreement program, also created by ONC, 
but not necessarily serve as the state’s HIE. MiHIN was tasked 
with creating the infrastructure and a collaborative governance 
model to support HIE. “MiHIN’s job is to take all the stakeholders 
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– health plans, hospitals, providers, state government, any 
constituency – and really come together on what are the rules of 
the road for data sharing,” says Dr. Tim Pletcher, the executive 
director of MiHIN. “We’re a network of networks.” 
 Some of MiHIN’s successes include bolstering the 
Michigan Care Improvement Registry (MCIR) through improved 
electronic data sharing. MCIR was created to collect reliable 
immunization records for children and adults and make them 
available to providers, a legally mandated reporting process. 
“What’s historically happened is a nurse has, at the end of the day, 
saved up all the immunizations that were done, and logged into a 
website and typed all that stuff in,” says Pletcher. “Now when the 
immunization is done that’s recorded in the electronic health 
record, that’s automatically put into the Michigan Care 
Improvement Registry…That’s an hour a day back for that nurse.” 

MiHIN also created the statewide Admit-Discharge-Transfer 
Notification Service (ADT) to alert doctors, particularly primary 
care physicians and specialists, when their patients transition from 
one provider or health care setting to another. ADT provides 
doctors with an opportunity to follow up on a patient after 
receiving a notification and make sure everything went smoothly, 
in turn helping to reduce readmissions and promoting better 
coordinated care. 

In the past two years, MiHIN has focused on creating an 
“assembly line” approach to data sharing. “People have been doing 
artisan data sharing,” says Pletcher. “We’re trying to improve to 
what we call lean management approaches to data sharing.” 
MiHIN is working to standardize data sharing and provide 
templates for results reporting, care coordination, public health 
reporting, quality reporting and consumer engagement. It has also 
refined key pieces of the state’s data sharing infrastructure, such as 
Michigan’s provider directory. The directory goes beyond sharing 
providers’ contact information; it also gives instructions for how 
and when to send information. MiHIN also operates the Active 
Care Relationship Service (ACRS), which maintains a record of 
which doctors have an active care relationship with a particular 
patient. Pletcher notes that ACRS meets an important need for 
providers. “If I have an important piece of information, I need to 
know who are all the doctors I should tell.” ACRS and the provider 
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directory also support the ADT. Hospitals send their ADT 
messages to MiHIN, which then uses the active patient relationship 
server to determine which doctors need to know about a specific 
admit, transfer or discharge. That list is compared to the health 
provider directory, which lets MiHIN know where to send the 
information. “Obviously, just notifying somebody is not enough to 
guarantee that they’re doing care coordination. But it’s a good 
step,” says Pletcher. 
 
Oregon 
The Oregon Health Authority (OHA) has been engaged in a broad 
scale health system transformation since 2012. The state’s efforts 
at reform are based on a coordinated care model that requires 
integration and data sharing across a full care team – including 
physical, behavioral and even dental health – to deliver whole 
person care. As OHA worked to refine this model and establish 
Coordinated Care Organizations (CCO), officials began to realize a 
need to reassess the state’s strategic plan around HIT and HIE, an 
initial version of which had been presented to ONC in 2010 in 
response to the Cooperative Agreement Program for HIE. “For our 
CCOs, to hold their provider networks accountable, they needed to 
be able to access and aggregate data, including clinical outcomes 
data in more effective ways,” says Susan Otter, director of HIT for 
OHA. “By 2013, we knew that, to really coordinate and integrate 
across the coordinated care team, we also have to be sharing health 
information. We have to be doing that in more effective and 
efficient ways.”  

Spurred by this realization, OHA initiated a new strategic 
planning process in 2013 to address these issues and identify the 
appropriate role for the state to play in supporting and moving 
toward its health transformation goals. Managed by OHA’s Office 
of Health Information Technology, the process culminated in the 
development of “Oregon’s Business Plan Framework for Health 
Information Technology and Health Information Exchange (2014-
2017).” Officials identified a set of near-term services that the state 
could provide or facilitate to connect and support local health 
reforms within CCOs, private systems, health plans or 
communities, or to fill gaps where there were no local efforts. Such 
services included promoting certified EHRs and meaningful use, 
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convening stakeholders, and helping identify policies and 
opportunities to provide technical assistance to those trying to 
optimize HIT. Officials also determined that it was the state’s role 
to standardize and align the expectations for health metrics across 
state programs, as well as to promote standards-based HIT and 
HIE. “What we heard when we did our listening tour across the 
state with our stakeholders was that there were some communities 
that wanted to move forward in HIT but were reluctant to invest in 
something locally without knowing where the state was going. 
They didn’t want to duplicate costs and effort,” says Otter. “By 
having clear direction and a clear roadmap, we’ve been able to 
help those folks who were concerned about identifying where the 
state was going. It frees folks up, at least in some communities, to 
move forward.”  

One key player in Oregon’s strategic planning efforts is the 
Health Information Technology Oversight Council (HITOC), a 
legislatively mandated, 11-member body that is governor-
appointed and Senate-confirmed. HITOC led OHA’s planning 
process for its original strategic and operations plans. More than 
100 stakeholders participated on HITOC or one of its working 
groups and subcommittees during this process, and roughly 1,000 
Oregonians provided input on the draft plans. Since then, HITOC 
has focused on strategy and policy efforts at the state level. “The 
members play a strong role in looking across our efforts and the 
other efforts that are going on locally in the state, looking at EHR 
adoption and meaningful use and trying to identify where there are 
needs to evolve strategically,” says Otter. 

Ensuring the provision of accountable care has been a key 
element of OHA’s health transformation efforts that is closely 
connected to HIT advancement. OHA created a series of 17 
performance metrics aimed at ensuring the quality of care, to 
which CCOs are held accountable and which are tied to CCOs’ 
quality incentive pool payment. One of these metrics establishes 
benchmarks for CCOs’ provider networks to achieve certified EHR 
adoption and meaningful use, and has generated significant results. 
In 2011, 28 percent of eligible providers within a CCO network 
had adopted certified EHRs and qualified for a meaningful use 
incentive payment through Medicaid, Medicare or Medicare 
Advantage EHR Incentive Programs. By the end of 2013, 59 
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percent of eligible providers had met this metric. In addition, OHA 
is pursuing a phased approach to electronic reporting for three 
clinical quality metrics: diabetes HbA1c levels, hypertension and 
depression screening. For these metrics, CCOs are required to 
work with their provider network to gather patient data from 
EHRs, rather than by reviewing patient charts. CCOs had to submit 
a technology plan to OHA outlining current EHR use among their 
provider network, what HIE efforts they had under way, their 
providers’ ability to produce clinical quality metrics using HIT, 
and a “proof of concept” sample of those metrics in order to earn 
incentive pool payments. OHA plans to increase these 
requirements in 2015. 

 

 
Among Oregon’s other HIT-related initiatives was 

partnering with the Oregon Health Leadership Council to launch 
the Emergency Department Information Exchange (EDIE). EDIE 
pulls emergency departments’ admit, discharge and transfer feeds 
from all hospitals and makes that data available to other emergency 
departments, providing a real-time summary of patients’ hospital 
events and helping to identify high users of emergency department 
services. All 59 of Oregon’s hospitals have agreed to participate in 
the system, which will provide the infrastructure and foundation 
for the development of a statewide hospital notifications system – a 
top goal of OHA’s strategic plan. 

OHA also maintains a focus on providing direct secure 
messaging for patients and providers who do not have EHRs or 

EHR Adoption in Oregon 

!
Source: Oregon Health Authority 
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have barriers to accessing direct secure messaging within their 
EHRs. OHA is facilitating the discovery of direct secure 
messaging addresses. Providers can extract and send their own 
contacts to OHA, which then compiles all of the contacts it 
receives and sends them back out to all providers on a monthly 
basis. “We’ve got providers that are sharing information 
electronically between physical and behavioral health, for 
example, who would not be able to do that otherwise,” says Otter. 
“This allows folks to have more efficient care and stay better 
connected.” 

The state legislature has also supported OHA’s efforts, 
recently awarding transformation dollar funds to support the health 
system transformation. OHA’s CCOs received the vast majority of 
available funding and used some of their grants to invest in HIT.  
 
Minnesota 
Minnesota is widely regarded as one of the state leaders in HIT. 
Despite challenges and bumps in the road, the state has made 
significant progress where many others have lagged. It could be 
that the state was an early adopter, having established its first e-
health initiative in 2004, which meant that when HITECH grants 
started flowing, the state was ready to receive the money. Or, it 
could be that the state benefits from a tradition of collaboration, 
which makes bringing key players to the table slightly, albeit not 
entirely, easier. Maybe it’s the legislative mandate, which, as 
passed in 2007, stated “By January 1, 2015, all hospitals and health 
care providers must have in place an interoperable electronic 
health records system within their hospital system or clinical 
practice setting.” Whatever the reason, success in Minnesota is 
undeniable. Today, 99 percent of hospitals have EHRs, compared 
to 9 percent in the mid-2000s. Clinics have followed a similar 
trend—93 percent now have EHRs, compared with 17 percent a 
decade ago. Two-thirds of patients in clinics, and more than one-
half of patients in hospitals, have access to their own EHRs. And 
94 percent of clinics and 65 percent of hospitals now have e-
prescribing capabilities. 
 The main driver behind HIT in Minnesota is the state’s e-
Health Initiative, a public-private collaboration aimed at 
accelerating the adoption and use of HIT in the state with the aim 
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of improving health care outcomes and reducing costs. A 26-
member advisory committee coordinates e-health activities under 
the Initiative. But according to Marty LaVenture, the director of 
the Minnesota Department of Health’s Office of Health 
Information Technology, the committee doesn’t act in a big brother 
role. Nearly all work done in the state around e-health is 
community driven. The committee, and by extension the state, 
gives “guidance where we need to have things in common, like 
standards or policies or practices,” says LaVenture. “What’s 
important to get done in a community should be driven from that 
community,” thus enabling each area of the state to focus on its 
most pressing needs. Because of the variety of work being done 
across Minnesota, the state convenes an annual meeting to bring 
together all of the stakeholders in e-health to discuss what’s going 
on at the federal level, lessons learned from the various settings, 
and what recommendations providers, hospitals and clinics would 
make for this work moving forward. 
 Speaking to the 2015 mandate, LaVenture says that success 
in that area has followed the money—the larger clinics and 
hospitals can easily meet the deadline, but there are other settings 
that for a number of reasons—lack of standards, software, or 
organizational buy-in—aren’t going to meet the deadline. “It’s 
certainly not fully complete. It’s largely in clinics and hospitals, 
wherever the money goes it tends to have a higher rate, but it has 
clearly set down a direction and policy commitment, and a shared 
commitment from a community perspective,” says LaVenture. 
With that knowledge, his committee developed guidance stating 
that by January 1, 2015, all providers needed to “demonstrate a 
progress toward achieving the EHR interoperability mandate.” 
This could take the form of a roadmap, or any other method for 
demonstrating a commitment from the provider to set up a system, 
with the recognition that there are barriers to getting there. One of 
the biggest barriers in Minnesota has been the high number of rural 
providers. Among any state, Minnesota has one of the highest 
numbers of rural critical access hospitals, at 79. Some of these 
settings don’t even have broadband, let alone the funds to install 
and upkeep an EHR system. To the latter point, though, financial 
stability has proven elusive everywhere in Minnesota, especially 
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when it comes to exchange of data across settings or between the 
major health systems that dominate the state. 
 
 

 
While it works to overcome these internal challenges, 

Minnesota is following the lead of ONC and finding places for 
cross-border collaboration. Minnesota shares a border with Iowa, 
North and South Dakota, and Wisconsin, and there are clinics in 
some of those states owned by Minnesota health systems, or which 
lie on the border, which makes it somewhat easier to share data. 
However, according to LaVenture, managing the differences in 
privacy law between the various states involves a lot of work. In 
fact, Minnesota has one of the nation’s most stringent privacy 
laws, even stricter than HIPAA. According to Jennifer Lundblad, 
the president and CEO of Stratis Health, a key player in 
Minnesota’s e-Health Initiative, “The Minnesota laws, because 
they are above and beyond HIPAA, cause confusion among 
providers which can sometimes result in inaction or incorrect 
understanding of what is allowable and not.” 
 Even so, where other states have moved at a crawl, work in 
Minnesota has begun to pick up, which LaVenture says has been 

Remarkable Minnesota Progress  
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helpful in bringing some of the skeptics on board. “Just a few years 
ago, people were asking us, why do you want to do this? Do we 
really need electronic records in long-term care or behavioral 
health? Or even local public health? It’s a lot of money, is it really 
helpful? Is it beneficial? Those questions are different now. How 
do we get there? How can we get there faster?” He adds, “We’ve 
reached a turning point, a threshold. And a readiness in the 
community of a level of expectation of service.” 
 The level of commitment from various stakeholders is 
starting to pay off. While the state is still working to gather the 
hard data on how e-health is serving its residents, anecdotal 
evidence abounds. The Southeast Minnesota Beacon Program, for 
example, developed an action plan to share asthma information in 
the community, between schools, public health clinics and parents. 
Having such data easily accessible has reduced the frequency with 
which sufferers of childhood asthma show up in the emergency 
room. At HealthPartners, another e-Health Initiative partner that 
operates hospitals and clinics, and offers health plan services in 
Minnesota, they’ve “demonstrated reductions in disparities by race 
and ethnicity for mammography screening, diabetes treatment, 
asthma, and other conditions,” according to Alan Abramson, the 
company’s senior vice president and CIO. There’s also anecdotal 
evidence to back up what happens when easy data exchange is 
unavailable. LaVenture says a number of providers have shared 
information about patients who show up at one hospital system and 
receive unnecessary testing because their records cannot be 
accessed. This anecdotal evidence is spurring a desire across the 
state to move quickly. “I’ve seen quite a change,” says LaVenture. 
“Are there challenges? Yes, but this is not about the technology, 
it’s about the people and organizational change and the readiness 
in the community, and that’s shifting. Yes, there are detractors, yes 
there are problems, but there are cultural shifts going on in levels 
of expectation.” He adds, “We’ve been moving fairly slowly, but I 
think we’ve reached a point where things are starting to move 
faster.” 
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Obstacles Abound 
According to the JASON report, “A Robust Health Data 
Infrastructure,” “The current lack of interoperability among data 
resources for EHRs is a major impediment to the unencumbered 
exchange of health information and the development of a robust 
health data infrastructure. Interoperability issues can be resolved 
only by establishing comprehensive, transparent, and overarching 
software architecture for health information.” Getting to a place 
where EHRs are regularly exchanged requires a certain level of 
interoperability that can only be achieved when major barriers are 
overcome. It also requires that states and others in the HIT 
community undergo a certain culture change that reflects the 
importance of a level of conformity and reduction in silos. Of 
course, this comes with the caveat that interoperability cannot be a 
one-size-fits-all approach. Based on the population, personal 
preference, needs of the user, and a variety of other factors, those 
building interoperable systems must develop modular and agile 
approaches that can work across boundaries. 
  This knowledge gives many in the HIT community some 
angst. From a vendor perspective, it’s easier and cheaper to build 
something once and sell it multiple times. And, it’s 
counterintuitive, from a business perspective, to sell a system that 
plays nice with a competitor’s system, or bend to every whim and 
desire of a state. According to ONC’s Blair, “EHR vendors 
famously have no particular interest in being responsive on the 
timeline of their customers, and the state of the relationship 
between lots of EHR vendors and their customers is as non 
customer service friendly. That is a problem.” Blair says it comes 
down to the business model. Many vendors want to monetize every 
transaction across their system. But the best ones, he says, are 
content to do good work, and recognize that if they can do one 
narrowly-focused project well, they’ll get more business. An 
example he gives is in Arkansas, where General Dynamics has a 
team working specifically on claims-based data. They’re anxious 
to begin integrating clinical data, self-reported information from 
different practices, and create dashboards on a practice-by-practice 
basis for the state’s medical homes. Where Blair says they’ve 
succeeded is in creating a completely customizable approach that 
can be updated quarterly to reflect the state’s changing opinion of 
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which measures and parameters are most helpful. Blair also says 
that General Dynamics has been flexible with the state’s needs and 
tends to answer with a “yes we can.” That, says Blair, “is not how 
one normally thinks of an IT vendor.” Getting those in the IT 
community thinking about the information they’re collecting and 
its potential could be one way to solve this problem. But, those that 
have been in the business for long enough often have a weariness 
to them that holds back innovation. However, as a nation, to get 
where we want to go with HIT, we need “the kind of broad 
interoperability for all as opposed to just interoperability for 
enterprise across a particular vendor system, or islands of 
interoperability,” says Blair. 
 The standardization of data and terminology is another 
major barrier to fully realizing the potential of HIT. According to 
ONC, health information is “inconsistently expressed through 
technical and medical vocabulary, structure, and format, thereby 
limiting the potential uses of the information to improve health and 
care.” ONC has a Standards & Interoperability Framework meant 
to develop and advance standards for vocabulary, terminology, 
system format and content, security, and transportation of data. In 
Minnesota, they’ve made some progress toward defining 
appropriate terminology where it is lacking. According to 
LaVenture, it is not the state’s goal to reinvent the wheel and 
change terms where they are already standardized. Instead, the 
various partners within the state work together where there are 
gaps, such as with nursing terminology. Terms, of course, aren’t 
enough to ensure that when systems speak to each other and share 
data it all makes sense and can be easily used and analyzed. But 
it’s a start. 
 Security presents another obstacle toward fully 
interoperable EHRs. Health care providers can face major fines for 
distributing data without consent, or for doing so without first 
scrubbing personal identifying information under HIPAA. Some 
states have laws that are even more stringent than HIPAA, 
especially in the instances of the exchange of behavioral or genetic 
health information. Because of this, any technology, and the 
associated policies and practices, must consider privacy laws. 
Encouraging interoperability will also mean alleviating the 
concerns of the public, which can be skeptical about sharing 
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sensitive health information if there is a concern that privacy might 
be compromised.  
 Then there’s collaboration. When you’re talking about 
interoperability, you’re asking people to do something that doesn’t 
always come naturally in this environment: work together, share 
data for the greater good, focus on outcomes over profits, and drop 
the competitive tendencies. Even those states that have had success 
in bringing the major players to the table still comment on how 
difficult it can be to get people thinking in a different way. “You 
have to want to change. You have to want to share information, 
and you have to want to leverage the technology to do things you 
could never do before,” says Michigan’s Pletcher. “You need the 
technology to be able to help you, but the issue has been a lack of a 
will to change from the status quo. And in my opinion, the status 
quo has been financially lucrative to a lot of people and a lot of 
players. To change the status quo costs money. So the path of least 
resistance has been don’t change the status quo.” 
 And you can’t have a conversation about barriers without 
talking about cost. As we mentioned earlier in this piece, there are 
federal funds available – some are easier to come by than others –
but the money is there. In the states, it’s been up to both the 
government itself and a variety of other stakeholders to come 
forward and assist those who need financial backing to develop an 
EHR. Even when funds can be secured, some providers shy away 
from setting up systems because they’re planning to retire soon, or 
they think that such a system is a wasted investment when it means 
that a person can simply go to some other provider. Cost also 
extends to workforce requirements. Even though our nation has 
placed an increasing focus on science, technology, engineering and 
math (STEM) learning, colleges aren’t cranking out graduates 
well-versed in informatics and running HIT systems. This means 
that states need to invest in training those already working in 
health systems or partner with colleges and universities to build the 
necessary workforce, and then place those graduates where they 
are most critically needed.  
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Where Are We Going? 
States will continue working to overcome these challenges in 2015 
and beyond, as they persist in pushing the advancement of HIT and 
HIE. “I think within the next three years, there’s a lot that’s going 
to happen, thanks in part to DeSalvo forcing us to do it,” says 
Blair. “We’re going to take a much more methodical process, and 
chip away at smaller pieces.”  
 In North Carolina, for example, NCHICA held its first 
convening related to developing the policy and governance 
framework needed to support a learning health system. The group 
also plans to hold a seminar on predictive analytics leveraging 
HIT. “If you know enough about the individual and their 
diagnoses, maybe you can do some predictions about what 
treatments will work and what won’t, or about the human factor – 
whether they have the capability to understand the discharge 
instructions, whether they are likely to comply, whether they have 
the economic ability to buy prescriptions,” says Anderson. In 
addition, NCHICA’s various working groups will continue 
exploring solutions for privacy and security challenges, and 
developing interfaces that better facilitate organizations’ 
applications for eHealth Exchange and allow for electronic 
submission of evidence to the Social Security Administration for 
disability determination. Anderson believes a critical element of 
advancing these and other initiatives is making a strong business 
case for HIT adoption. “I think once we are able to put that in a 
business framework and a credible framework that we’ll get the 
attention of CEOs and CFOs, who will understand that everybody 
is looking for money these days and reimbursements are getting 
cut. This is a real source of found money.” 

In Michigan, lawmakers are considering legislation that 
would enable the creation of an all-claims database and are 
discussing what tools they need and can use. Stakeholders in 
Michigan have also declared a goal of becoming a learning health 
state. MiHIN’s Pletcher notes that the state already has great 
standards in place and the technology needed to achieve these 
goals; the challenge is which piece of the system to work on first. 
“The problem is, how do you pick what you want to do first?…in 
reality, you have to build a roadmap of what you can do first to get 
there,” he says. “You can’t share information electronically unless 
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everybody has an EHR. But now we need to figure out what to 
share. Just saying you’re going to share it all is too scary and too 
big, so you need to break it into chunks.” Pletcher added, “We’ve 
made huge progress; unfortunately we have a really long way to go 
still.” 

Oregon officials plan to continue building on the 
foundation provided by their strategic plan and services such as 
EDIE. In 2015, for example, OHA will add inpatient discharge 
data to EDIE’s data feeds and begin rolling out its statewide 
hospital notifications product. The agency will soon also put out a 
request for information for developing a more sophisticated 
statewide provider directory that can support HIE and the 
discovery of HIE addresses; serve as an authoritative source of 
providers’ clinic or practice affiliation; and incorporate more 
detailed operational data, such as a provider’s specialty or license 
information. Additionally, recently passed legislation will require 
the state to establish a common credentialing program that will be 
a core data source for a new provider directory. All credential 
providers will be required to send their credentialing application, 
information and primary sources to Oregon’s central program. The 
contractor managing the credentialing program will be responsible 
for verifying the primary sources, which is currently a resource-
intensive process for health plans, hospitals and other credentialing 
organizations. In turn, the credentialing organizations will be 
required to use the common credentialing program as part of their 
processes. “That is something that we think will have great value, 
both to providers and clinics who are required to send out their 
credentialing information to all their payers and to keep that 
updated,” says Otter. “It’s also valuable for our credentialing 
organizations that spend a lot of their effort tracking down missing 
information, conducting primary source verifications or paying for 
someone to do it.” 
 In Minnesota, the state’s eHealth Advisory Committee 
plans to continue its assessment activities and data collection as 
part of the SIM project, but they’ll also be tackling a number of 
larger challenges facing the long-term effectiveness of 
interoperable health records in the state. One of these is 
encouraging exchange between providers. Right now, data 
exchange within health systems across the state works well, 
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however, sharing beyond those settings is minimal. The state also 
intends to build its HIE workforce. This will include partnering 
with colleges and technical schools to ensure that interested 
students are receiving the proper training to work in health systems 
on informatics projects. According to LaVenture, this work will 
include training those already working in the health settings and 
placing recent graduates where they are most needed. In a broader 
sense, the state hopes to more evenly distribute the availability of 
e-health. Right now, there are citizens benefiting from e-
prescribing, online access to personal information, and exchange of 
data within their health system that ensures they do not receive 
inappropriate medications or unnecessary tests. But the goal is to 
get those – especially in rural, long-term, and behavioral health 
settings – on the same page. “We’ve been moving along fairly 
slowly, but I think we’ve reached a point where things are starting 
to move faster,” says LaVenture. “I think perhaps what I might 
have thought was decades off is down to probably 80 percent or 
more are going to be benefiting within a few years.” 
 Some states are working through larger, national 
organizations to make significant progress. For example, the 
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) is 
working to create a public health community platform that would 
provide a cloud-based system for sharing information, data, 
services, data exchange services, data validation services, and 
analytic visualization tools. ASTHO isn’t even a year into the 
project, but they’ve conducted feasibility studies, convened a 
steering committee, and now have pilots in place looking 
specifically at case reporting, exchange of immunization data, and 
analytics and visualization for community health assessments. The 
organization has brought together a variety of stakeholders, 
including its members, payers and some vendors. According to 
Paula Soper, ASTHO’s senior director of e-health, the group hopes 
to learn from ONC’s interoperability framework to address some 
of the issues they’re dealing with in setting up the community 
platform. The lessons learned, Soper says, will hopefully move the 
initiative to a place where data sharing becomes easy. “We’re not 
looking to create another stove pipe system,” says Soper. “We 
want a menu format for jurisdictions to exchange data among 
public health departments and across state boundaries.” 
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 At the federal level, ONC is working with stakeholders in 
all facets of HIT, including states, to ensure that the promise of 
health data isn’t as far off as some might think. In its “Ten Year 
Vision to Achieve Interoperable Health IT Infrastructure,” released 
in June 2014, ONC estimated that “By 2024, individuals, care 
providers, communities, and researchers should have an array of 
interoperable health IT products and services that allow the health 
care system to continuously learn and advance the goal of 
improved health care.” This, the report indicates should “enable 
lower health care costs, improved population health, truly 
empower consumers, and drive innovation.” ONC is also 
encouraging states to think about the viability of cross-border 
collaboration. Right now, they are working with North Dakota, a 
state that has seen a huge influx of those working in the oil and gas 
industry, which presents a multitude of problems for the state 
health department, especially when it comes to things like tracking 
down immunization history. The state, in collaboration with ONC 
and ASTHO, convened a meeting of five jurisdictions in the upper 
Midwest to discuss interstate data exchange, and how to support 
individuals as they move into, and then back out of, the state.  
 State officials and key stakeholders remain enthusiastic and 
optimistic about their HIT and HIE efforts. “There is steady 
movement, there is definitely progress forward. Every year, we 
move forward in an important way,” says ASTHO’s Soper. “It’s a 
very exciting time for being in this field. The rate of progress has 
been tremendous.” Still, many also understand that they have a 
long road ahead. ONC’s Blair acknowledges that no one state has 
figured out all of the pieces of the HIE puzzle, and that “if you 
stacked them all up,” you would have the equivalent of one state 
that had everything it needed. “It’s just really early days. There’s 
lots of great work going on, and it’s going to get there. But it’s a 
slog.” 
!
 
 
 
 
The following pages contain in-depth information on the progress being 
made in e-health in North Carolina, Michigan, Oregon and Minnesota. 
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No matter why or how you’re communicating
with members of the media, you want to be
armed with an arsenal of knowledge and tricks
of the trade. But take note: Before embarking on
any media campaign or accepting an interview
with a reporter, be sure you speak with your
campus public relations or communications
office first, if you have one. This office can offer
assistance and advice when you need it, or you
may find that all media outreach and interviews
must be approved by this office first. 

Proactive Communications
Proactive communication occurs when your
institution has something to promote. But before
you ever pick up the phone or hit the send
button to contact a member of the media, you
"Contact with the media is the last step in a
proactive media campaign," says Beth Guerard,
NASFAA’s vice president of communications.
The step-by-step plan outlined below will help
ensure that when you finally make your media
pitch, you are well prepared to handle anything
that comes your way.

Set a Goal

When developing your communications plan,
the first step is to set a goal. Ask yourself,
“What do I want my media outreach to
achieve?” Do you want to promote a new
program or issue? Increase awareness or
enrollment? Based on your goal, you will need
to set measurable outcomes. For example, if
your goal is to raise the profile of your
institution within the community, your
measureable outcome could be counting the
number of times your school appears in the
local media after your campaign begins. Write
down your goal and measurable outcomes so
you have an easy reference available when
reviewing your progress both during and after
your media campaign.

Identify Your Target Audience

Your goal should help you determine who is in
your target audience.  Ask yourself, "Who do I
want to receive my message?" For example, if
you have a new program to aid students filling
out the FAFSA, you may want to target current
students and parents. Other potential audiences
for your media campaign include lawmakers,
peer institutions, and even your community.
Your chosen audience will help to dictate the
type of information you’ll want to include in
your press release or press kit.

Conduct Research

You might understand the effect of your topic at
your institution, but how is it affecting others?
When developing your communications plan, it
is important to collect supporting facts. These
may come from public opinion polls or
academic studies. Any facts you collect should
be kept in a file that will be easily accessible as
you continue working on your communications
plan, and when you reach out to the media.
Having these facts on hand will help you build
talking points and answer reporter’s questions.

It is equally important to conduct research on
prior media coverage on your topic. Make sure
you know how often the topic is covered and
whether a nearby school has recently conducted
a similar campaign. A good way to find related
media coverage is to set up alerts on Google or
run a Google news search.

If you find that your topic has been covered
previously in the local media, don't panic!
Decide whether to continue your campaign
based on the topic. Higher education involves a
number of recurring themes like filing the
FAFSA or freshmen enrollment trends. If your
topic is innovative or fits into annual higher
education coverage, don't be afraid to continue
your campaign. Just be sure that your message
has a "news hook," i.e.,  newsworthy
information that has immediate impact on
readers. 

"Just because someone wrote about [your
topic] a year before doesn't mean a reporter
won't be interested in it this year," says
Guerard. "Some topics are evergreen, you just
have to find a new and interesting angle." 

Develop Your Message

or Talking Points

This is the time in your communication
planning when you define your core message or
your “so what?” List out, in bullets or brief
sentences, the most important points about your
topic. These key points should help your
audience understand the topic’s importance and
impact. By carefully crafting your talking
points, you will be able to reuse them for all of
your public relations (PR) materials. 
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Tips for Communicating
with the Media

1. Know your institution’s
communication policy.

2. Ensure that you are properly
educated on a topic that you are
empowered to speak on.

3. Stay on message! Do not stray
away from your topic.

4. Ask a reporter if he or she can
give you an idea of what
questions will be asked during
your interview. Then, take the
time to plan some of your
answers in advance.

5. Be calm and relax. Try to breath
slowly and take time to collect
your thoughts before you answer
each question. Pausing and
anticipating what the reporter
may ask next can help you sound
more confident.

6. Be honest in your responses.
Ensure your written and verbal
remarks are both grammatically
and factually correct. 

7. Deliver your points clearly and
concisely. When writing, spell out
names and titles, and provide
contact information for follow
up. Avoid adding too much detail
that may become confusing.

8. Avoid making off-the-record
comments. If you need to, be sure
you receive affirmation from the
reporter that you can speak on
background or not for
attribution.

9. Do not be pressured to speak on
something you are unfamiliar
with or do not want to speak
about.

10. Respond in a timely way to
reporter inquiries. 

11. Ask to see the article before
publication. Most reporters will
not release a draft prior as a
matter of policy, but it never
hurts to ask.

Reach Out to the Media

Now that your communications plan and
materials are complete, it’s time to reach out
to the media. If you have trained media
professionals at your institution, there may
already be standing relationships with
national or local reporters. If you do not have
the benefit of existing relationships, outreach
consists of cold calling or emailing reporters.
If you’ve done your research well, you
already know who covers the beat in which
your story fits best. 

Phone and email are the most
conventional methods of media outreach.
The “pitch” you deliver during your phone
or email communication should be a
shortened version of your press release. It
should explain why readers would be
interested, the benefit of covering the topic,
and offer a spokesperson to speak with the
reporter for additional information. 

Get right to the point when delivering
your pitch. Reporters are inundated with
requests every day, so it is important to make
yours stand out. Doug Lederman, the editor
of Inside Higher Ed, says a brief paragraph is
more useful for his purposes than a full press
release during the initial pitch. “I’d rather
get the straightforward explanation of what
they’re doing that they think is
distinctive.…That’s either going to catch my
interest and make me think that there’s
something there, or not.”

Follow-Up

If you have not received a response to your
pitch after a couple of days, it is appropriate
to follow up with the reporter. Try email if
you left a voicemail before, and vice versa. Be
polite, and briefly repeat your pitch.
Remember that there is a fine line between

being persistent and being pushy.  If after
two follow-up attempts you receive no

response, it might be time to find a
new avenue for your

campaign. 

Create Your PR Materials and

Choose Spokespeople

With your messages developed, you will need
to decide what type of materials you want to
include in your campaign and choose your
spokespeople. Your topic will dictate the
proper spokespeople for your campaign. You
can use your president, students, parents or
other members of your institution. Choose
those who can convey the most compelling
message. If your media campaign is focused
on the FAFSA, consider finding a student
who can speak to the benefits of federal
financial aid by describing the personal benefit
of these funds. Try to choose a spokesperson
from outside of your media team.

Your materials can vary as widely as your
spokespeople. Most people are familiar with
the press release format. But remember that
the purpose of a press release is singular: to
provide information to journalists that they
can then use in story or segment. If your goal
is not to reach the media directly, but another
audience (enrolled students, for instance),
then a different medium, such as a direct
letter or email, may be preferable.

If you do intend to engage the media, a
press release is a good place to start. The
release should contain your core message
(your “so what?”) along with quotes from
your spokesperson and complete contact
information for follow up. Your press release
should be written in a clear, concise manner
and should avoid unnecessary facts or
information that can confuse the reader.
Keep the paragraphs as short as possible by
sticking only to the essential facts. Use a
double-spaced format with extra space in the
margins to maintain readability. 

You may also opt to create an
entire press kit.This may
include a school fact sheet
with information about
your institution,
including the financial
aid dollars you
distribute or the
number of students
served; your press release;
and any supporting
materials such as research
studies. When generating
your materials, think
about what will have the
greatest impact on your
intended audience. 

MEET THE MEDIA
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Responding to the Media

If you receive a callback or an email in
response to your pitch, act as soon as
possible. Be prompt in your response, ensure
that the interview with your spokesperson
happens in a timely manner, and work within
the reporter’s deadline. Find out when the
reporter expects the article to be published,
and be sure to keep a copy for your records
once it runs.

Evaluate

With your outreach complete, go back to
your communications plan and review your
strategy and goals. Revisit your measurable
outcomes to see if they were achieved as you
had desired. Determine what worked and
what did not, and apply this knowledge to
future media campaigns

Reactive Media Relations
Reactive media relations occur when a
reporter reaches out to you for comment on a
specific issue. Before taking any action,
determine who at your institution is
empowered to speak with the media. Often,
media requests need to go through a
communications department, but be sure you
know the specifics of the policy at your
institution.

Although they are supposed to, members
of the media may not always identify
themselves when they contact you. If you
receive a call or email from someone asking
you questions that are unlike questions
typically asked by students or parents, ask
who is inquiring and how the information
will be used. A member of the media can
range from a producer, writer, editor, or
reporter, and can be from a wire service,

newspaper, website, magazine, radio
station, or a host of other mediums. 

Tips for Speaking
on Camera

Many of the rules that apply to
communicating with the media
also apply to speaking on camera
(e.g., staying on point, speaking
clearly, keeping honest). But a few
special tips can help you perform
your best for a viewing audience.

1. Keep your answers clear and
concise. Recorded sound bites
are often short, so be sure to
deliver your most important
messages in as little time as
possible. 

2. Avoid using acronyms or jargon
that might be unfamiliar to
viewers or listeners.

3. Speak slowly enough to allow
viewers to understand your
message.

4. Instead of saying "um" or "uh,"
take a deep breath before
continuing. You can also avoid
this by collecting your thoughts
before starting your answer.

5. Dress appropriately. Avoid
stripes, plaids, bold patterns or
red, white, black and very bright
colors. Avoid wearing flashy
jewelry that can cause glare on
camera. And don’t forget—
clothing wrinkles show up on
camera too!

6. Sit up straight and pay attention
to your body language. Avoid
moving around or speaking with
your hands too much. 

7. Find out the format of the
interview. Will it be prerecorded?
If so, you can ask if it is possible
to redo a section about which
you feel uncomfortable. 

8. Relax! You’re an expert on your
topic, and viewers are interested
in hearing what you have to say.

If you determine that a request is coming
from a reporter and he or she is asking you to
speak on behalf of your school or your
professional association, follow your
institutional policy. If you are not authorized
to speak on behalf of the institution, be
polite and explain that, as a matter of school
policy, the request must be redirected to the
communications department in order to
determine the most knowledgeable person to
speak on the topic. Take down the reporter’s
name, contact information, deadline, and
organization, and send it to the proper
person in your communications department.

If you are empowered to speak on behalf
of your institution, and you are comfortable
speaking on the topic the reporter is
inquiring about, it is okay to collect your
thoughts and ask to call the reporter back.
Make sure that before you speak to the
reporter you have your talking points at hand
and know them well. If a reporter becomes
aggressive regarding your request to call
them back, explain that you would like to do
your research on the topic to ensure that you
have the latest information available. Just
ensure that you are prompt in your follow up.

When you do speak with the reporter, do
not embellish the truth. It is okay to tell the
reporter that you are not completely sure of
an answer and would like to get back to him
or her with the facts. It is far better to be
conservative in your answers than to provide
inaccurate information that may be damaging
to your institution or your message.

POSITIVE Media Relations
Bringing valuable messages to the attention
of local and national media, and being open
and honest during interviews, helps cultivate
a positive relationship with the media and
makes your message one that media outlets
are more likely to respond to. Keep three
media “P”s in mind when building your
positive media relationship: Be polite,
prompt, and on point. When the right
audiences start receiving the messages you
want to deliver, you will find it has been well
worth all of your efforts.

Heather Kerrigan is a freelance author in
Washington, DC. She may be reached at
Kerrigan.h@gmail.com.
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Improving Your Image Through Internal PR 
 
Heather Kerrigan 
August 4, 2015 
GovLoop Blog 
https://www.govloop.com/community/blog/improving-image-internal-pr/ 
 
Is your department, division, or team chronically looked down upon by others in your 
organization? Sure, some of it might be your primary function (i.e. if you’re responsible for 
performance improvement plans, discipline, or firing, you’re probably not very popular). 
Similarly, it could be the amount of time it takes you to complete your duties based on the 
systems you’re constrained by (if it takes me three months to get a new pack of pens, I won’t be 
very happy). 
 
The problem is that everyone could share tales about why their department isn’t really the 
problem: it’s the structure, or the system, or the workload. But by and large, if I’m being 
negatively impacted by your department, I don’t really care about the excuse. 
 
So, what can you do? Unfortunately, you can’t eliminate all of the negative feelings, but you can 
improve your overall image before you get into the blame and excuse cycle. How? Here are 
some simple tips for internal PR. 

1. Develop a strategy: Internal PR is similar to marketing a product. You need a strategy 
that indicates who you are trying to reach, the needs of your audience, what your 
message is trying to achieve, the best methods to reach your audience, a follow-up plan 
(if necessary), and how you will measure success (buzz, engagement, positive surveys, 
etc.). Keep an actual written plan that your internal PR team (or person) can come back 
to frequently. 

2. Listen: This is one of the most important skills you can develop for great 
communications. Don’t assume that you know how to engage your audience or what the 
prime problems are. Instead, listen to your audience and figure out what they want/need 
and why, why they struggle when interacting with your department, what they’d like to 
know/see fixed, what they like, the list goes on. Listen to those in your department who 
aren’t on the PR team to determine what they hear from others at the agency and what 
ideas they have for improving your department image. As you listen and learn, you’ll be 
collecting the necessary information for developing your message, which will become 
more targeted and will help you to appear more invested in meeting the needs of the 
audience. 

3. Don’t reach out too frequently: It doesn’t matter how great your message is—if you 
contact people too many times, they’ll start tuning you out, and then you’re back to 
square one. This is why it is of utmost importance to understand your audience and 
target your message directly to them to help maintain engagement. 

4. Offer multiple outlets for your audience to learn about you: Think about how your 
audience might want to interact, and act accordingly. Use many different methods to get 
your message out, from memos, to face-to-face engagements, to social media and 
beyond. 

5. Offer areas for engagement rather than only speaking at your audience: Encourage 
your audience to engage with you, and give them opportunities to do so. It doesn’t have 
to be anything big; it could be something small like a brown bag lunch discussion. 

6. Keep evolving: As your department changes or your audience and their needs change, 
continue to evolve your PR strategy. If you keep your plan fluid, it will help you be 



proactive instead of reactive. 
7. Be prepared for an endless PR cycle: No matter how well you promote your division or 

department at the outset, get ready to do that over and over and over again, building 
upon any positive momentum that you have. Simply making one attempt at PR isn’t 
enough. If you do it well, learn from mistakes, and continue evolving your message for 
your audience, PR will become a more natural part of daily operations. 

 



 
Government Unprepared for Boomers’ Mass Exodus 
 
Heather Kerrigan 
December 2012 
Governing Magazine 
http://www.governing.com/topics/public-workforce/gov-government-unprepared-for-boomers-
mass-exodus.html 
 
A little more than a decade ago, a report by the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American 
Life Project coined the now well known phrase “silver tsunami.” The report looked at the 
potential impact of the approaching retirement of baby boomers -- a wave of retirements that 
was expected to crash on public- and private-sector shores in 2011, when the boomers began 
to turn 65. It was an event that was forecast to continue throughout most of the next decade, 
leaving in its wake an unprecedented shortage of skilled workers. 
 
But then the recession hit, and most of these baby boomers stayed put. Instead, the percentage 
of the workforce under 25 dropped 13.2 percent, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
while the portion of workers over 55 rose by 7.6 percent. The economic downturn may have 
given employers a respite, but it also may have done more harm than good. Baby boomers are 
lingering in the workplace, while millennials can’t find a job. And even when they do, it’s likely 
not with the government. Eleven years after Pew first reported on the silver tsunami, many in 
the public sector are still remarkably ill-prepared for the impending turnover in the workforce. 
 
Delayed retirements should have been a blessing for state and local governments, an 
unanticipated grace period to engage in the kind of workforce planning they should have done 
years before. But the same economic turmoil that delayed the retirements also hampered 
governments’ capacity to manage. Budget cuts pushed planning to the backburner, and worse, 
cuts forced massive layoffs in several states and localities. Since seniority often plays a role in 
determining who goes, those younger employees who would have been promoted into the 
positions of retirement-eligible workers are, in a lot of places, gone. That leaves fewer 
employees to develop for the positions vital to government work. 
 
But there are some bright spots, says Leslie Scott, executive director of the National Association 
of State Personnel Executives (NASPE). “One of the things the recession has done,” she says, 
“is make states look at the way they do business and make sure they have the right workforce.” 
 
In Pennsylvania, for example, agencies collected data on the ages and skill sets of their 
employees, and used the information to determine which job functions would take the greatest 
hit after retirements. Armed with this, the state was able to undertake candidate searches 
targeted toward these positions. In Tennessee, recent civil service reforms brought about 
changes in hiring and put a greater focus on the skills needed to do a job rather than on one’s 
years of experience or seniority. 
 
But most of the work done around succession planning so far has focused on knowledge 
transfer. This has been a particular area of concentration for Fort Collins, Colo., where officials 
in the utilities department became alarmed two years ago when they realized they’d be losing a 
record number of long-term employees to retirement in the next five to 10 years. Succession 
planning and knowledge transfer quickly became top priorities. 
 



The department ultimately chose a two-phase plan. In the first phase, it pinpointed core 
competencies for various positions, assessed areas of risk within the workforce including both 
age and organizational structure, and identified the tools and opportunities to mitigate these 
risks. In phase two, a five-year plan was developed which included decisions about how to train 
its workforce for the jobs that will be important to its future. 
 
The two phases included the development of a toolbox for managers to help them implement 
knowledge transfer and succession planning. These tools include allowing managers to 
temporarily rehire a retiree; phased retirement; an internship program; cross-training; an 
advanced notification process through which an employee can announce his or her intention of 
retirement several years out without fear of penalty or being overlooked for promotions; and a 
partnership with the city to develop young leaders. 
 
One of the more unique tools available to managers is known as the expert interview. When the 
utility in Fort Collins first began laying out its two-phase plan, 10 senior leaders were identified 
as potential retirees within the next five years. Instead of waiting until the employees’ last days 
to conduct an exit interview, the utility brought in a consultant to interview each of the identified 
employees. The purpose of these interviews, according to Janet McTague, the city’s electric 
utility project manager, was to “learn about the flavor of the job.” These interviews documented 
the contacts, relationships and resources the employees use to get their jobs done. Although 
the utility didn’t have any evidence of former employees leaving a knowledge gap upon 
retirement, “I think [the effort is] more preemptive. We’ve had employees that we wish we had 
more information from,” says McTague. “We need to be proactive and do something about it 
before these people walk out the door.” 
 
Washington state didn’t wait for dire predictions of a mass exodus to plan its future. It was an 
early adopter of knowledge transfer and succession planning, developing the road map 
“Workforce 2000” in the 1990s to pull together strategic objectives in staffing and identify key 
areas of need. 
 
The state’s approach is unique in that it doesn’t rely on enterprisewide succession planning. 
Rather, Washington goes agency by agency because of the differing employment dynamics. 
“One of the things we’re focusing on today is trying to segment out our workforce into different 
disciplines and business areas,” says Mark Sullivan, senior planning and performance manager 
at the Office of Financial Management. By doing this, the state can look at the business drivers 
for those segments and see where they might have knowledge gaps. Right now, the state is 
giving a lot of attention to the IT workforce, looking at turnover, retention and age demographics, 
and figuring out what skills and abilities are necessary for the people they want to hold on to, 
acquire or develop. 
 
Because Washington began planning more than 20 years ago, Sullivan says the state probably 
knows better than most what it’s looking for in terms of a future workforce. “The advantage of 
experience is you understand what questions to ask, even if you don’t necessarily have all the 
answers,” he says. The state has already learned a few lessons other states are just now 
realizing, like the different skills needed to manage or supervise at varying levels and how best 
to teach them. “Oftentimes with succession planning, especially with leadership positions, they 
try to lump it into one big category. We have a more sophisticated understanding about what 
kinds of skills we want at the supervisory versus senior executive level,” Sullivan says. 
 
Washington’s foresight has certainly given the state an advantage, but whether that puts it in a 
better place to act when the time comes remains to be seen. Washington may have prepared 



early, but without the mass exodus -- and no indication of when it will start -- Sullivan says state 
agencies haven’t had a chance to put their preparations to the test. 
 
Planning for the future wave of retirements isn’t solely about figuring out where the gaps will be 
and how to transfer the skills vital to those positions. Today’s challenge is as much about 
keeping the current workforce engaged in their jobs as preparing them for advancement. Fort 
Collins’ McTague says retention is as big a concern as succession. For one thing, younger 
employees have completely different expectations of what they want from a job. “Younger 
people want [work-life] balance,” McTague says. To that end, the Fort Collins utilities 
department is offering greater flexibility and opportunities for growth and education. “We’re 
trying to give younger employees opportunities and incentives to stay,” she says. “It’s a 
competitive world out there for good employees.” Currently, the utility offers benefits including 
flextime, the opportunity to work remotely, a tuition assistance program, and cross-training and 
shadowing, which McTague says “allows employees to interact on a one-to-one basis with an 
existing employee to determine their own capabilities, compatibility and interest in pursuing 
possible vacancies.” 
 
Along those lines, a handful of communities are getting creative in the types of training and 
opportunities they offer young workers. In Albuquerque, N.M., for instance, the city’s training 
department offers a program targeted toward employees who desire managerial positions but 
don’t have the required two years’ experience. The participants are nominated for yearlong 
training that includes public speaking, business courses and leadership skills development. At 
the end of the year, and upon successful completion of a final exam, graduates of the program 
receive a two-year supervisory credit that can be used to apply for a front-line management 
position. Similarly, Boulder County, Colo., created the Leadership Academy, a yearlong 
program that gives some of the county’s 1,700 employees the opportunity to develop leadership 
skills. 
 
St. Louis County, Mo., has also taken an interest in developing its young talent base. Late 20-
somethings Katrina Sommer and Adam Roberts were working in the county’s Office of 
Community Development when it dawned on them that a large portion of the county’s senior 
workforce was eligible for retirement, but turnover was still low. Understanding the inevitable 
leadership transition, they began thinking about how they could prepare themselves and their 
peers to move into these positions. The pair created the St. Louis County Government Young 
Professionals Group and put together networking events, community-service activities and a 
speaker series for their 74 members. “It gives people that avenue to explore their intrinsic 
motivations for professional development [within] the county to make sure we keep the 
knowledge and we don’t have brain drain,” says Sommer, also noting that it keeps workers 
engaged in their jobs. It helps employees connect with the community, she says, which has the 
benefit of piquing their interest in government service because they see where they can make a 
difference. 
 
While states, cities and counties cobble together what they can in terms of workforce and 
succession planning, the missing piece of the puzzle is when the boomers will finally decide to 
leave. As of 2011, more than 36 percent of employees at the state level and more than 35 
percent at the local level were over age 50. According to an April 2012 study conducted by the 
Center for State and Local Government Excellence, more than 22 percent of its members report 
that employees are accelerating their retirement plans. Some of this increase can be credited to 
the uptick in the economy, and some to the recent retiree pension and health-care benefit 
changes imposed by some states and localities as budget-cutting measures. Still, it’s very hard 
to know when the silver tsunami will hit, says NASPE’s Scott. And as Washington state has 



already learned, with this much uncertainty, you can only plan and prepare so much. 
What is certain is that millennials will make up 75 percent of the workforce by 2025. With that in 
mind, states and localities need to focus on attracting younger employees and training them for 
leadership positions. Otherwise, Scott says, “There’s not going to be people who know how to 
manage and lead.” 
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Nearly one in three adults—more than 70 million Americans—has a criminal record. Many of 
these individuals never served time in jail or had an arrest that resulted in a conviction. No 
matter how major or minor the record, many of these individuals struggle to find employment 
because they are automatically screened out of the hiring process by checking “yes” on an 
application question regarding criminal history. 
 
A number of studies indicate that employers are reluctant to hire those with criminal records. A 
study conducted in 2003 by Devah Pager, a sociologist at Princeton University, found that 
regardless of qualifications, only 17% of white applicants and 5% of African American applicants 
with a criminal history received a call back for a job interview. For those without criminal 
records, the callback rate was 34% and 14%, respectively. According to Cornell William Brooks, 
president and CEO of the NAACP, there are many myths about hiring ex-offenders, such as a 
perceived increase in the likelihood for on-the-job criminal activity. 
 
With evidence suggesting that stable employment is a key factor in reducing recidivism, many 
state and local governments have enacted “Ban the Box” policies, which remove the checkbox 
on an employment application asking about an applicant’s criminal history. 
 
Ban the Box Momentum 
The Ban the Box movement has picked up momentum in the past five years since the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) released guidance in 2012 suggesting that the 
use of arrest or conviction records in employment decisions in some instances violates “the 
prohibition against employment discrimination” under the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Since that 
time, more state and local governments have banned the practice of asking about an applicant’s 
criminal history until late in the hiring process. 
 
According to the National Employment Law Project (NELP), as of April 2016, more than 100 
cities and counties and 24 states have adopted Ban the Box initiatives for government 
applications, while nine have prohibited the question for private sector employment. In April, the 
movement got a big boost when President Barack Obama signed a memorandum that included 
language about an OPM-proposed federal rule that would ban federal agencies from asking 
about an applicant’s criminal history until the final phase of hiring. 
 
Proponents of Ban the Box argue that the existence of the criminal history question on a job 
application discourages some otherwise qualified individuals from applying for a job. According 
to the Justice Department, the criminal history question “could also lead to the disqualification of 
otherwise eligible candidates, regardless of whether an arrest actually resulted in charges or a 
conviction, and regardless of whether consideration of an applicant’s criminal history is justified 
by business necessity.” 
 
There is also growing evidence of the positive impact such policies can have. A study by 
American Enterprise Institute (AEI) researchers Daniel Shoag and Stan Veuger found that after 
Ban the Box policies were implemented in high-crime neighborhoods, employment increased by 



as much as 4% over those neighborhoods that do not have such policies in place. 
 
Ban the Box Impact on HR 
Debate is ongoing as to Ban the Box’s impact on HR. Critics argue that it increases the risk of 
litigation because of the potential loss of safety and security in the workplace. Others argue that 
it can extend the timeframe and raise the cost of the hiring process if an employer is unable to 
ask an applicant about a criminal history until after a conditional employment offer has been 
made. 
 
A limited survey of human resource professionals in Minnesota conducted by a researcher at 
Clemson University after the state’s Ban the Box law went into effect in 2014 found no indication 
that the law produced any “excessive administrative screening, hiring, or cost burden” for HR 
departments. The study also found that 30% of respondents said they no longer asked about 
criminal records information during the hiring process, while 45% asked after a conditional offer 
of employment was made. 
 
The variation in Ban the Box laws also forces public sector hiring entities to ensure that they 
understand the entirety of any such legislation or mandate that has been enacted. While some 
governments have simply required the removal of the question, others also require additional 
applicant notifications regarding the policy or restrict when a background check or a criminal 
history discussion can take place. Other laws include specifics as to how questions about 
criminal history should be asked and considered to ensure the criminal record is actually 
relevant to the nature of the job, while still others dictate what types of criminal records can be 
considered in the hiring process. 
 
Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) can help alleviate some of these concerns. For example, 
they can be set up to ensure that criminal background questions are not included accidentally in 
a job posting. In some instances, ATS can also be integrated with background screening 
providers to ensure that any background check is performed at the appropriate time. 
As more states, cities, and counties move toward Ban the Box policies, the body of research 
about the impact on HR will likely continue to grow. Until that time, it will greatly benefit HR 
agencies to keep track of such regulations and its specific requirements, to begin integrating 
that into the hiring process. 



 

Streamlining Constituent Communication Management
The ongoing evolution of technology has created an environment in which 
constituents want new ways to communicate with government. No longer are paper-
based letters the only accepted form of communication. Instead, many constituents 
today want communication to be real-time, personalized and available through a 
variety of channels. But at the same time, constituents who want to continue to be 
communicated with on paper remain. A one-size-fits-all approach to constituent 
communication is no longer a viable option—but government can evolve to make all 
communications more user-friendly. Decreasing budgets make it important to provide 
this personalized, real-time, interactive communication at less cost.

Pitney Bowes Software’s Constituent Communication Management (CCM) suite of 
products enhances government’s ability to communicate effectively and efficiently 
through both paper-based and electronic channels. Streamlined constituent 
communication is critically important to enhance efficiency in your organization and 
reduce costs. This constituent communication solution can help you create, store, 
and push out documents through a number of communication channels; enhance 
interactivity and personalization; improve customer service with archiving and e-billing 
options; and ensure better data quality and cross-organization collaboration.

Benefit
Placing a greater focus on the demands of constituent communications benefits your 
organization in a number of ways. With the Pitney Bowes Software solution suite, 
whether sending letters in a batch, or sending one-time responses to constituent 
queries, consistency across communications is maintained. This can ensure logos, 
addresses, phone numbers, and other vital contact information remain the same, 
no matter the channel used for message delivery. This consistency can stretch 
across your agency, maximizing the resources you have available for constituent 
communications. While maintaining consistency, communication can still be 
personalized to align with a constituent’s desired method of contact, information from 
a recent phone call, or other data specific to that person. This long-term solution to 
constituent communication can be customized as often as necessary to accommodate 
new communication methods, giving you the ability to consistently increase your 
customer service and effective communication.

Pitney Bowes Software has 
evolved with government to 
offer the most cutting-edge 
constituent communication 
solutions. We understand 
the importance of effectively 
reaching your constituents 
and helping them feel that 
their individual issue is 
being answered as clearly 
and specifically as possible. 
Because we know that every 
organization is different, our 
Constituent Communication 
Management suite of products 
is highly customizable and can 
be adopted in whole or in part to 
best fit your needs. 

As a government agency, 
you may interact with one or 
more vendors. Our constituent 
communication solution is easy 
to integrate with your existing 
systems, and features the latest 
technology, easy deployment 
and is easy to use.

TAKING 
CONSTITUENT 
COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE NEXT
LEVEL

Pitney Bowes
Software Helps  
Administrators  
Effectively and  
Efficiently Reach 
Those in Need



 History
The constituent communication environment is quickly changing. In the past, text-
oriented batch documents were used to communicate en masse with constituents. 
These documents were often created in Microsoft Word using thousands of templates. 
The lack of a streamlined system duplicated processes, draining resources across 
the organization. This strategy often lacked agency branding, personalization, 
interactivity, real-time distribution, ownership, and sometimes resulted in erroneous 
messages. The inability to track what was being sent to constituents resulted in a loss 
of analytics capabilities.

Today, hard-hit public coffers have created enormous challenges, and can leave 
the impression that constituent communication improvements are out of the 
question. However, fiscal challenges create room for improvement and new 
opportunities, including the ability to implement an enterprise solution for constituent 
communications.

A new constituent communication enterprise solution can align with what 
constituents want today. This includes personalized communications, offered in 
real-time that are interactive and delivered through a number of channels that 
enhance service delivery. These constituent interactions are no longer solely paper-
based letters and now include email, web portals, social media, SMS text, and a 
host of emerging technologies. The solution you put in place today must meet all 
of your future communication needs while also enhancing your current ability to 
communicate with constituents.

How Pitney Bowes Software Can Help Your Agency
Pitney Bowes Software’s comprehensive constituent communications solution is 
a highly scalable product that can accommodate varying audiences and document 
volumes. Regardless of how you send your documents, the Pitney Bowes Software 
suite of products can be scaled to fit your needs, giving you centralized control of your 
constituent communications. This scalability extends to the method through which 
you communicate as well. The long-term, customizable solution will give you the 
ability to handle current and future means of communication and the changing needs 
of your organization. Using the Pitney Bowes Software suite can make meeting the 
communication needs of your constituents less costly, allowing you to reallocate your 
resources.

Improve Content Design
The Pitney Bowes Software constituent communication solution gives you the tools 
to produce communications that take into account each constituent’s preferred 
method of contact, prior interactions and other personal data. The flexibility built into 
your content design still allows for workflow control and message standardization, 

CASE STUDY 

Taxation

Interaction with private sector 
companies has increased the desire 
of constituents to communicate with 
government in a similar way—on 
their time and through their preferred 
channel. This means thinking beyond 
paper-based communications and 
looking into email and web-based 
constituent interactions. Taxation 
agencies often struggle to meet these 
demands, becoming mired in the 
large volume outgoing messages to 
constituents.

The annual taxation process, during 
which taxing agencies communicate 
extensively with constituents and 
organizations, presents a key 
opportunity for more effective 
communication. New methods of 
communication that allow constituents 
to be involved in the taxation process 
help to not only reduce costs and 
errors, but also to build relationships 
between the constituent and taxation 
agency, promoting tax compliance.

Tax organizations using the Pitney 
Bowes Software constituent 
communications solution can 
quickly implement new methods 
of communication including email 
and web-based service. These new 
methods of communication allow for 
proactive involvement by taxpayers 
including the ability to review accounts 
for accuracy. Email and web-based 
communication can be seamlessly 
integrated into existing paper-based 
systems, maintaining data quality and 
consistency across the organization.

THE SOLUTION YOU PUT IN PLACE TODAY MUST MEET ALL OF YOUR FUTURE 
COMMUNICATION NEEDS WHILE ALSO ENHANCING YOUR CURRENT ABILITY 
TO COMMUNICATE WITH CONSTITUENTS WITH VARYING SKILL LEVELS ON A 
NUMBER OF PLATFORMS

Taking Constituent Communications to the Next Level



 CASE STUDY 

Unemployment Insurance

The continuing economic conditions 
means that the number of new 
unemployment insurance (UI) 
beneficiaries is continuing to 
rise while revenue decreases, 
highlighting the overdue need for 
system modernization. One of the 
most important aspects of UI system 
modernization is improving and 
maintaining data quality. 

Verifying data both at the point of 
entry and at regular intervals to 
ensure quality is essential to avoiding 
erroneous payments. Data verification 
points can include the prevention of 
duplicate entries, address validation, 
and the assignment of latitude and 
longitude coordinates to comply with 
Department of Labor requirements. 
Ongoing maintenance of UI recipient 
data includes verifying that a ZIP code 
or full address has not changed. 

The comprehensive constituent 
communication solution allows users 
to cleanse data from multiple sources 
quickly and easily and provides 
advanced data matching techniques. 
Together, these benefits reduce the 
number of flawed communications, 
duplicate and incorrect payments, and 
payments made to those who have 
already returned to work. 

By improving data quality using 
the comprehensive constituent 
communication solution, UI employees 
will spend less time reprocessing 
incorrect payments, thereby reducing 
the burden on the system even as the 
number of beneficiaries fluctuates. 
Further data validation is achieved 
by creating web-based portals a 
constituent can interface with to verify 
and input his or her own data.

but ensures that your constituents are communicated with through their preferred 
channel. Your current paper-based communication strategy can be integrated with a 
new communication solution to include channels such as SMS text, social media, web 
portals and email.

Enhance Document Composition
The Pitney Bowes Software constituent communication solution provides a cutting-
edge, enterprise-wide solution offering the ability to develop customized, targeted 
messages through any communication channel, ensuring fast, accurate, personalized 
communication every time. The enterprise-wide solution creates consistency across 
all agency messaging, whether you batch in real-time or build documents for a later 
date, no matter how large or small your volume. These personalized messages build 
constituent relationships and improve customer service. Personalization can be 
further enhanced with advanced data capture, data cleansing and document archiving 
technology.

Control Your Data
Too often, constituent data is stored in disparate systems across an organization, 
making access to valuable information difficult. The Pitney Bowes Software 
constituent communication solution gives you immediate access to this data allowing 
further personalization of your communication. The constituent communication 
solution quickly consolidates information from multiple sources, generating a 
complete view of each constituent. With enhanced access to various data systems, 
you are able to quickly and easily cleanse data to ensure valuable resources are not 
expended unnecessarily, and aid in the avoidance of flawed communication. 

Integrate E-Billing
A key factor in constituent satisfaction is the availability of web-based billing and 
payment. The constituent communication suite provides a feature-rich functionality 
that integrates constituent communication with web-based billing applications. By 
offering real-time account status, payments and dispute resolution, the constituent 
communication solution gives your agency the tools to communicate easily and 
effectively with constituents, while giving your constituents the freedom to review 
these financial matters on their own time.

Enable Document Retrieval
Embedded within the customer communication solution is a tool that improves 
customer service with immediate access to past communications. By storing past 
communications online, employees have instant access to valuable data, while 
constituents simultaneously receive the ability to access information from prior 
communications to use as they see fit.
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CASE STUDY 

Medicaid Management
Information Systems

More than 1.5 billion Medicaid claims 
are submitted in the United States each 
year, straining government’s limited 
resources. Medicaid beneficiaries and 
their providers are demanding highly 
personalized communications related to 
each specific inquiry or update made in 
regards to a Medicaid file. In addition to 
personalization, Medicaid beneficiaries 
and providers, also require information 
that is clear, concise, timely and 
accurate.

The Pitney Bowes Software constituent 
communications solution includes a 
process for automatic generation of the 
correct, personalized correspondence 
when a host of specific events occur. 
The correspondence generated 
makes use of transactional data to 
create a personalized letter that is 
sent to the proper recipient. Further 
personalization is based on an 
interactive function that allows, for 
example, call center employees to create 
one-off personalized letters that relate 
to the reason for a call and the topics 
discussed. Whether communicating with 
Medicaid beneficiaries or providers, 
the constituent communication solution 
allows your agency to maintain bulk 
production that still includes unique, 
personalized messages.

Taking Constituent Communications to the Next Level

Communicate More Effectively
Every constituent contact is an opportunity to strengthen relationships and grow 
revenues — but only if you have the ability to engage constituents in the most efficient 
manner. With Pitney Bowes Software’s Portrait solutions, our customers can leverage 
one of the most advanced constituent contact platforms in the industry.
 
The Portrait Customer Interaction Suite enables agencies to focus on enhancing value 
by providing the capability to understand and interact with each of their constituents 
as if they were the only one. By building greater constituent understanding, agencies 
can anticipate and predict constituent needs, identify and decide on the most relevant 
course of action, interact via channel of choice, fulfill requirements, and exceed 
expectations.
 
With the addition of the Portrait Customer Interaction Suite to our broad range of 
Data Quality and Customer Communication Management solutions, agencies can now 
improve outreach and reduce costs more effectively than ever before. 

Summary
As constituent demands rise while budgets fall, real-time, highly-personalized, multi-
channel communication is increasingly important for achieving your agency goals 
and keeping constituents informed. Implementing a user-friendly communications 
solution maximizes resources and reduces costs while giving you the added benefits 
of improved customer service, enterprise-wide communication consistency, 
enhanced interactivity and personalization, and a high level of data quality. Regardless 
of your communication channel preference, the long-term constituent communication 
solution ensures that your agency stays up-to-date with new communication methods 
and customer demands. No matter your agency’s mission, enhancing constituent 
communication is vital to further improving your efficiency and effectiveness today 
and in the future.


